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Abstract

This paper proposes a method to automatically measure the timing characteristics of a second-language learner’s speech as a means to evaluate language proficiency in speech production. We used the durational differences from native speakers’ speech as an objective measure to evaluate the learner’s timing characteristics. To provide flexible evaluation without the need to collect any additional English reference speech, we employed predicted segmental durations using a statistical duration model instead of measured raw durations of natives’ speech. The proposed evaluation method was tested using English speech data uttered by Thai-native learners with different English-study experiences. An evaluation experiment shows that the proposed model-based measure correlates to the subjects’ English-study experiences. Moreover, the duration differences revealed Thai learners’ speech-control characteristics in word-final stress assignment. These results support the effectiveness of the proposed model-based objective evaluation.

Index Terms: speech timing, quantitative evaluation, second language

1. Introduction

Spoken-language learning is a bi-directional process that requires evaluative feedback to identify and describe a learner’s disfluencies and spoken errors with the aim of improving the learner’s speaking proficiency. As feedback, learners also need some sorts of language proficiency measure to characterize their own current language proficiency levels, which allow them to monitor their further progress. However, proficiency scores alone do not provide sufficient feedback for language learners to pinpoint their speaking flaws. We need more informative feedback that can identify a learner’s weak points in speaking. Furthermore, if this information can be automatically obtained, learners can evaluate themselves and keep track of their proficiencies anytime without the need for a human rater.

The existing conventional language-proficiency evaluations, e.g., CEFR [1], ILR [2], ACTFL-OPI [3], TOEFL-iBT [4], generally provide some sort of subjective feedback by professional human raters. However, various problems of subjective evaluation have arisen and remain unresolved, such as the time-consuming nature of manual evaluation, inconsistency agreement among raters, raters’ different and personal equations, and the need for multiple raters to reduce the raters’ personal equations [5]. Therefore, automatic evaluation methods based on objective measures have been proposed to solve these problems.

Many research studies [6-13] have been conducted on the automatic evaluation of learner’s proficiency. By using these kinds of automatic evaluation, interactive tests can be developed to provide immediate feedback to language learners. Nevertheless, these evaluations still do not clearly describe the precise quantitative factors that human raters use for evaluation. These factors and their feedback are necessary information for learners to correct their speaking skills. Consequently, this raises the issue of quantitative language-proficiency evaluation for speaking, which is crucial to improving the tools and systems for language learning. Furthermore, this issue will particularly benefit self-learning language learners.

As emphasized in many frameworks for language-proficiency evaluation [1-4], timing is an essential issue. Furthermore, timing is a fundamental acoustic property of speech that can be directly measured from speech. Thus, this paper focuses on timing-based language learning evaluation. In this work, we propose an English-language duration model to measure the durational differences between a learner’s segmental durations and those of natives. The use of a duration model enables a flexible choice of test sentences without needing any additional or identical speech corpus of native samples for comparison. To test the model’s effectiveness, we have applied it to English speech uttered by multiple groups of Thai learners having different experiences of English study. In the following Section 2, we first introduce a proficiency evaluation using segmental duration differences and a statistical segmental duration model of native English.

Next, in Section 3 and 4, we explain our experimental setup consisting of speech corpora, multiple groups of speakers with different English study experiences, and objective measurements of duration differences. In Section 5, experimental details and results are presented. Finally, in Section 6, the conclusions of this paper are given.

2. Model-based evaluation

To evaluate a learner’s English proficiency based on timing control, we adopted an objective measure representing the average difference between segmental duration of a target learner and those of native speakers as an alternative to conventional subjective measures. To eliminate the need to collect additional comparable native-speaker reference speech data, a representative duration model of native English timing was statistically built using English speech data uttered by multiple native speakers. We measured the timing characteristics and duration differences between actual durations from speakers and statistically predicted ones from the model to compare the differences between natives and learners in English timing control.

For the computation of a statistical segmental duration of native English, we adopted segmental durations normalized by speech rate. Before modeling, we normalized segmental duration of each phone for each speaker using z-score normalization with mean and standard deviation (SD) to eliminate any speech-rate effect for inter-speaker comparison. The mean and standard deviation used here are speaker-dependent/phone-independent values calculated from all of the...
phones in the speech data. In this paper, we further used this mean as speaker-dependent speech rate for analysis. For the modeling, we adopted a multiple linear regression based on categorical factors [14] as shown in Eq. (1).

\[
\hat{y}_i = \bar{y} + \sum_{f} x_{fc} \delta_f(i) : i = 1, 2, 3, ..., N
\]

where \( N \), \( \bar{y} \), \( x_{fc} \), and \( \delta_f(i) \) represent the number of data, the predicted duration of the \( i \)th speech segment, the mean duration of all samples, the regression coefficient of category \( c \) of control factor \( f \), and the characteristic function, respectively. To feed data into the model, each category of the \( i \)th speech segment was encoded using the characteristic function \( \delta_f(i) \). By adopting the least-square-error minimization technique, modeling coefficients representing the contributions of the control factors were calculated.

As shown in Table 1, for control factors, we employed the current and four context phones, stress, phone position and the numbers of constituent phones in syllable, word and phrase, syllable position and the numbers of syllables in word and phrase, and the narrow and broad parts of speech. These factors were adopted by referring to the previous study on English duration [15].

Table 1: Control factors and categories employed in a linear regression modeling of normalized segmental duration of native English.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current phone</td>
<td>39 English phones [16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-preceding phone of current phone</td>
<td>39 English phones [16] and a pause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preceding phone current phone</td>
<td>39 English phones [16] and a pause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Succeeding phone current phone</td>
<td>39 English phones [16] and a pause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Next succeeding phone of current phone</td>
<td>39 English phones [16] and a pause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone position in syllable</td>
<td>( P_{m,n}; m = 1, \ldots, n, n = 2, \ldots, 7 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numbers of constituent phones in syllable</td>
<td>1, \ldots, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone position in word</td>
<td>See Fig. 4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numbers of constituent phones in word</td>
<td>1, \ldots, 8, 9-10, 11-12, 13-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone position in phrase</td>
<td>See Fig. 4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numbers of constituent phones in phrase</td>
<td>4-6, \ldots, 73-75, 76-78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syllabically lexical stress</td>
<td>Stressed, Unstressed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syllable position in word</td>
<td>See Fig. 4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numbers of constituent syllables in word</td>
<td>1, \ldots, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syllable position in phrase</td>
<td>See Fig. 4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numbers of constituent syllables in phrase</td>
<td>1, \ldots, 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General part-of-speech</td>
<td>Function word, Content word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific part-of-speech</td>
<td>34 categories [17]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. English speech corpora

We employed three types of English speech databases for evaluation. The first one was the ARCTIC database [18] read by English-speaking natives. This database was used for segmental duration modeling and to test this model’s accuracy in reflecting native characteristics. The database was separated into two phonetically-balanced sets: ARCTIC set A with 593 sentences and ARCTIC set B with 539 sentences. The contents of these two sets were completely different. The second database was a read English speech database of the fair tale “The north wind and the sun,” from the CUCHLOE corpus [19], to test the proposed evaluation scheme. The sentences were uttered by English natives and speakers from English-as-an-official-language countries. The third database was also a text-speech database collected at NECTEC. It contained the same tale uttered by 45 Thai learners with different English-study background, and, one Indian English speaker.

The above databases established four groups used either for modeling or analysis. The first group consisted of ARCTIC set A uttered by four US speakers. It was used as the training set for the prediction of segmental durations by reference native speakers. The second one consisted of ARCTIC set B of the same four speakers. We referred to this group as a closed-speaker open-text set to evaluate the consistency of the model. If our evaluation scheme can be effectively used to calculate the duration differences between learners as a model-based approach, the predicted duration differences between the training and the open-text sets of the same speakers are expected to be closer than those of the learners’ sets.

To evaluate the model’s validity with various English accents, we used the third group as an open-speaker open-text set. It included three non-US-accent English speakers from ARCTIC set B, six speakers from CUCHLOE, and one speaker from NECTEC. The last group contains 45 Thai learners of English from NECTEC. We used this group as a test set to evaluate English duration characteristics of learners.

4. Objective duration-difference measures for proficiency evaluation

To evaluate the effectiveness of a measure using an English duration model, we compared the deviations of actual speech durations from the predicted durations for two speaker groups i.e. English natives and Thai learners. First, the speech data for evaluation were segmented by an HMM-based automatic segmentation scheme. We adopted HMM Toolkit (HTK) using adaptive acoustic model based on VoxForge speech database [20]. Then, we measured phone durations from the segmented speech data. Next, we used the English duration model with the control factors from the speech data to predict native English durations. Finally, we calculated root-mean-squared (RMS) differences between the measured and estimated reference duration.

5. Experimental results

5.1. Correlation between objective duration-difference measures and English study experience

Figure 1 shows a comparison of RMS duration differences from predicted durations between English native speakers and Thai learners. As the figure shows, the Thai-learner group produced the median of prediction difference of 58.1 ms
deviated from the English duration model, while the deviation of the English-native group is about 38.6 ms deviated from the model. Furthermore, the center quartiles of the distributions of English native and Thai learner groups are clearly separated. This result suggests the usability of the duration differences from the predicted durations for quantifying the differences between native speakers and Thai learners.

To examine the relationship between the duration differences from predicted durations and English study experience more closely, we compared the duration differences from predicted durations between English native speakers and Thai learners grouped by English-education experience in English-as-an-official-language countries. As shown in Figure 2, noticeable duration differences were observed by learners’ grouping according to the time spent in English education. The duration differences of the closed-speaker open-text set showed the least difference from that of the training set (i.e., the closed-speaker closed-text set). This group also showed the smallest duration differences among all speaker groups. Accordingly, the results showed consistency and reasonable prediction accuracy of the model both for the training and for the open set.

As for other-accented native speakers in the open-speaker data set, their duration differences were much closer to those of speakers in the model training and smaller than most of those for the Thai learners. Interestingly, the learners living in English-as-an-official-language countries for more than 10 years showed a salient decrease in the distance from the reference model, while the learners with less experience in such countries showed larger duration differences with a large variation in English skills and wider phone duration variations than more experienced learners. In observing the correlation between period of time in the English-environment countries and duration differences, the results show a negative correlation coefficient of -0.37. These results support the effectiveness of the proposed objective measure. Since other out-of-scope background factors may also affect this measure, the wide variations of duration differences in Thai learner groups, especially in the least experienced group, can be found, and, need further investigation.

5.2. Duration-difference analysis to characterize English timing characteristics of Thai learners

To further investigate the effectiveness of the proposed duration differences, we analyzed duration differences between Thai learners and English native speakers. We observed the differences in deviation of duration caused by each of the model’s control factors by contrasting the data of native speakers and Thai learners. Since Thai is known as a stress-timed language like English, we analyze the duration differences caused by English stress by observing individual differences of average duration differences (the proposed prediction-error-based measure) of phones in stressed syllables subtracted by those of phones in unstressed syllables. In Figure 3, a number of the negative values of individual differences were mostly found in the learners’ data. In case of English natives, we found this type of error in two of the non-US English natives. In case of Thai learners, most of the Thai learners who produced this type of error had no-or-least experience in English-as-an-official-language countries. This result suggests that a learner showing this negative value tends to use an odd type of control strategy comparing with native speakers to cope with stressing, and, a probable cause of the observed negative value is learner’s misplacement of stress on an unstressed syllable.

Furthermore, by analyzing the durational differences at different syllable positions, it was found that the Thai learners always produced larger duration differences at the ends of a word or phrase than did the English native speakers. Figure 4 shows this characteristics clearly. In the stress placement system of Thai, the primary stress is always located at the last syllable of a word, which is different from English. This suggests that the larger duration differences resulted from the difference in stress placement between Thai and English, and, that stress factor shows possibility to be used as an evaluation factor.

![Figure 1 Comparison of RMS duration differences from predicted durations between English native speakers and Thai learners.](image1)

![Figure 2 Comparison of RMS duration differences from predicted durations between English natives (C: closed speakers, O: open speakers) and Thai learners (L1 – L4), grouped by education period in English-as-an-official-language countries.](image2)

![Figure 3 Comparison between natives and learners on prediction-error differences of phone durations at stressed and unstressed syllables.](image3)
We proposed a model-based automatic evaluation method and an objective measure to analyze the speech-duration characteristics of Thai learners of English for proficiency evaluation of English timing control. The proposed method is based on an objective measure of actual segmental duration differences from native-English durations predicted by a statistical duration model. An experiment was conducted to measure the duration differences of multiple groups of learners with different English-study experiences, and its results showed the effectiveness of the proposed objective evaluation method using statistical duration characteristics based on a generalized English duration model as a reference. Furthermore, the proposed duration difference measure was also able to reveal English timing characteristics of Thai-native English learners. Our findings are promising for making a quantitatively objective analysis of English skills.
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